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Abstract: In order to validate the performance of the AMT (Automated Mechanical Transmission) control system by
simulation experiment, a simulation model that can express the dynamic characteristic of the automotive power system
during every phase of the vehicle driving process based on the finite state machine was proposed. Then a hard-in-loop
half-real simulation system was established taking the simulation model as kernel. It was shown by the results of
simulation experiments that the model could simulate the automotive power system effectively and could be used to
evaluate the AMT control system.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The requirements of comfort, safety and environmentalprotection for a heavy truck cannot be satisfied
simultaneously adopting the classical automotive hand
control transmission. So, the Automated Mechanical
Transmission (AMT) by electrical control is an ideal solution
for this issue [1, 2]. During the developing process of AMT
system, the simulation experiment is an important method.
The kernel of the simulation experiment is the simulation
model that expresses the dynamic characteristic of the
vehicle’s power system.
The whole power system model could be separated into
three parts: the model which expresses the output torque of
the engine, the model which expresses the resistance, the
model which expresses the transmission system. There were
a lot of researches on the engine output torque and resistance
characteristic. The characteristic of the transmission system
is researched in this paper. Now, the most common
simulation model could only express the dynamic
characteristic during one phase of the vehicle driving process
[3-6].
To improve the simulation performance, a simulation
model that can express the dynamic characteristic during
every phase of the vehicle driving process is proposed based
on the finite state machine.
2. SIMULATION MODEL BASED ON FINITE STATE
MACHINE
During the normal driving process, the clutch is engaged,
the gearbox is not shifted to neutral, the transmission system
is combined as a whole. In this state, the driving torque on
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the transmission system is the output torque of the engine,
the resistant torque is the overall resistance. But if the clutch
is not engaged or the gearbox is shifted to neutral, the
transmission system is separated to several parts, the driving
torque and resistant torque on each part are different. So, the
transmission system is not seemed as a whole in this paper.
A finite state machine is established, and the characteristic of
each part of the transmission system in different state is
analysed when the simulation model is erected. The
transmission system can be divided into three parts. The first
part is the engine which includes the crank shaft of the
engine and the input shaft of the clutch. The second part is
the input shaft of the gearbox which includes the output shaft
of the clutch and the input shaft of the gearbox. The third
part is the output shaft of the gearbox which includes all of
the components from the output shaft of the gearbox to the
wheel. According the working estate of the clutch and
gearbox, there are four states in the finite state machine of
the transmission system. tthose are: the clutch is disengaged,
the gearbox is not shifted to neutral; the clutch is engaged,
the gearbox is not shifted to neutral; the clutch is disengaged,
the gearbox is shifted to neutral; the clutch is engaged, the
gearbox is shifted to neutral.
2.1. The State that the Clutch was Disengaged, the
Gearbox was not Shifted to Neutral
During the startup process, the vehicle is in this state. In
the transmission system, the dynamic characteristic of the
clutch is complex. The torque generated by the engine is
transferred to the gearbox depending on the friction between
the active tray and the driven tray. The torque transferring
ability of the clutch is lie on the pressure of the friction
surface, the action radius of the friction force, the material of
the frictional fit and the number of the working surface. The
maximal frictional torque is [7]:

Tcl max = Fcl ∗ µ ∗ Rcl ∗ Z
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2.2. The State that the Clutch was Engaged, the Gearbox
was not Shifted to Neutral

Fcl-the pressure on the frictional surface.
µ-the frictional coefficient.
Rcl- the action radius of clutch.
Zcl- the number of the working surface.
When the clutch is disengaged, the resistant torque on the
engine part is the frictional torque of the clutch, the driving
torque on the gearbox input part is the frictional torque of the
clutch too.

Te − Tcl − µeω e = I e ω e
Te-the torque generated by the engine.
µe - the frictional coefficient of the engine part.

The model of the gearbox input part is:

(

)

= I gin + I gouteqgin ω gin

Igineqe- the equivalent rotational inertia of the gearbox input
part which lie on the shift.
(3)

Tloadeqgin –the equivalent resistant torque on the input shaft
of the gearbox which lie on the shift.
µgin –the frictional coefficient of the gearbox input part.
µgouteqgin -the equivalent frictional coefficient of the
gearbox output part which lie on the shift.
Igin - the rotational inertia of the gearbox input part.
Igouteqgin - the equivalent rotational inertia of the gearbox
output part which lie on the shift.
ωgin - the rotational inertia of input shaft of the gearbox.
The model of the gearbox output part is:

(
)ω

)

Tcleqgout − Tload − µ gineqgout + µ gout ω gout

(

= I gingout + I gout

•

(5)

µgouteqe- the equivalent frictional coefficient of the gearbox
output part which lie on the shift.

Ie -the rotational inertia of the engine part.

)

)

= I e + I gineqe + I gouteqe ω e

µgineqe- the equivalent frictional coefficient of the gearbox
input part which lie on the shift.

ωe -the rotational speed of the engine.

•

(

•

Tloadeqe- the equivalent resistant torque on the crank shaft of
the engine which lie on the shift.

Tcl-the frictional torque that was transferred by the clutch.

(

)

Te − Tloadeqe − µe + µ gineqe + µ gouteqe ω e
(2)

Tcl − Tloadeqgin − µ gin + µ gouteqgin ω gin

In this state, the model of the engine part is:

(

So, in this state, the model of the engine part is:
•

During the normal driving process, the vehicle is in this
state. While the torque that the clutch can transfer is larger
than the resistant torque and the engine speed equal the
rotational speed of the input shaft of the gearbox, the clutch
depart from the disengaged state and enter into the engaged
state.

Igouteqe- the equivalent rotational inertia of the gearbox output
part which lie on the shift.
The model of the gearbox input part is:

(

)

Teeqgin − Tloadeqgin − µeeqgin + µ gin + µ gouteqgin ω gin

(

)

•

= I eeqgin + I gin + I gouteqgin ω gin

(6)

Teeqgin- the equivalent torque generated by the engine which
lie on the shift.
µeeqgin- the equivalent frictional coefficient of the engine part
which lie on the shift.
Ieeqgin- the equivalent rotational inertia of the engine part
which lie on the shift.
The model of the gearbox output part is:

(4)

gout

Tcleqgout- the equivalent torque transferred by the clutch
which lie on the shift.
Tload- the resistant torque.
µgineqgout- the equivalent frictional coefficient of the
gearbox input part which lie on the shift.
µgout- the frictional coefficient of the gearbox output part.
Igineqgout- the equivalent rotational inertia of the gearbox
input part which lie on the shift.
Igout- the rotational inertia of gearbox output part.
ωgout- the rotational inertia of output shaft of the gearbox.

(

)

Teeqgout − Tload − µeeqgout + µ gineqgout + µ gout ω gout

(

)

•

= I eeqgout + I gineqgout + I gout ω gout

(7)

Teeqgout- the equivalent torque generated by the engine which
lie on the shift.
µeeqgout- the equivalent frictional coefficient of the engine part
which lie on the shift.
Ieeqgout- the equivalent rotational inertia of the engine part
which lie on the shift.
2.3. The State that the Clutch was Disengaged, the
Gearbox was Shifted to Neutral
During the shifting process, the vehicle is in this state.
In this state, the model of the engine part is:
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•

Te − Tcl − µeω e = I e ω e
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The model of the gearbox input part is:
•

Tcl − µ ginω gin = I gin ω gin

(9)
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3. SIMULATION SYSTEM
In order to validate the performance of the AMT
controlling system, a hard-in-loop half-real simulation
system is established based on the simulation model
proposed above. The structure of the system is shown in Fig.
(1).

The model of the gearbox output part is:
•

−Tload − µ goutω gout = I gout ω gout

(10)

2.4. The State that the Clutch was Engaged, the Gearbox
was Shifted to Neutral
While the rotational speed of the gearbox input shaft is
regulated by the engine during the shifting process, the
vehicle is in this state.
In this state, the model of the engine part is:

(

)

(

)

•

Te − µe + µ gineqe ω e = I e + I gineqe ω e

Fig. (1). Structure of the simulation system.

(11)

The model of the gearbox input part is:

(

)

(

)

•

Teeqgin − µeeqgin + µ gin ω gin = I eeqgin + I gin ω gine

(12)

The model of the gearbox output part is:
•

−Tload − µ goutω gout = I gout ω gout

(13)

It is shown from (2)-(13) that the model form of each part
in different state is same and the value of the output torque,
resistant torque, frictional coefficient, rotational inertia are
different.

Fig. (2). The simulation dynamic model of the engine part.

In this system, the dSPACE is used to simulate the
dynamic characteristic according to some real information.
These informations include the accelerograph position from
the accelerograph executing system, the clutch position from
the clutch execution system and the shifting signal from the
AMT ECU. The dSPACE also transfer information to AMT
ECU such as engine speed, vehicle speed etc. The
accelerograph Clutchexecuting system and the clutch
executing system are controlled by AMT ECU.
The dynamic model based on finite state machine used in
dSPACE is programmed in MATLAB Simulink. The
dynamic model of the engine part is shown in Fig. (2). In
which, the Chart is the finite state machine.
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The input variable of the Chart are Tcl, Tloadeqe, Te,
Igouteqe, µgouteqe generated by corresponding sub-system,
whose meanings are the same as them in the equations
above. The ωges, ωginsshift are also the input variable of the
Chart. The ωges exported from the state port of the integrator
expresses the estate of the integrator. The ωgins exported
from the state port of the integrator in the gearbox input part
sub-system expresses the estate of the integrator. The shift is
imported from the AMT ECU, it expresses the current shift.

Li and Li

Except these input variables, the chart also has several
output variable. The Iea expresses the equivalent rotational
inertia of the engine part sub-system in each state, the µea
expresses the equivalent frictional coefficient of the engine
part sub-system in each state, the ωeini expresses the integral
initial value while the state changes.
When the state of the system changes, the chart exports
the Iea, µea, ωeini, State according the new state. The
equivalent engine torque and the resistant torque in each
state is controlled based on the State. Besides, the Chart
generates RESET signal to reset the integrator while the state
changes.
The chart is shown in Fig. (3).
The S1 expresses the state in which the clutch is
disengaged, the gearbox is not shifted to neutral, the S2
expresses the state that the clutch is engaged, the gearbox is
not shifted to neutral, the S3 expresses the state that the
clutch is disengaged, the gearbox is shifted to neutral, the S4
expresses the state that the clutch is engaged, the gearbox is
shifted to neutral. The initial state of the system is S1. The
entry of each state express the actions that should be done
while entering the state. These actions include calculating the
input torque, resistant torque, frictional coefficient, rotational
inertia of the engine part in this state and resetting the initial
value of the integrator.
In the S1 state, if

ω es = ω gins

(14)

and,

Tcl > (((Te − Tloadeqe − ( µe + µ gin + µ gout ) * ω es )
*(I gin + I gouteqe ) / (I e + I gin + I gouteqe ))

(15)

+( µ gin + µ gouteqe ) * ω es )
The system enter into the S2 state.
In the equation (15), the acceleration of the vehicle
system is calculated firstly using the effect of the difference
of torque between the engine torque and the total torque of
the friction and resistance. Then the torque can arise the state
conversion which is calculated according the acceleration.
Similarly, in the S1 state, if

Tcl ≤ (((Te − Tloadeqe − ( µe + µ gin + µ gout ) * ω gins )
*(I gin + I gouteqe ) / (I e + I gin + I gouteqe ))

(16)

+( µ gin + µ gouteqe ) * ω gins )
The system enter into the S2 state.
In the S1 State, if the shift is equal to 0, the system enter
into the S3 state. In the S3 State, if the shift does not equal to
0, The system enter into the S31state.

Fig. (3). The state chart of the engine part.

The Simulink model can run in dSPACE after being
compiled. Fig. (4) shows the interface of ControlDesk,
which can show the parameter during the simulation process.
4. SIMULATION EXAMPLE

Automotive Power System Based on the Finite State Machine
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Fig. (4). Interface of the experiment system.

Fig. (5) shows the startup process of the vehicle control
by the AMT ECU. Fig. (6) shows one down-shift process of
the vehicle control by the AMT ECU. These results are close
to the results of the actual experiment.
CONCLUSION

Fig. (5). Simulation curve of the startup process.

Fig. (6). Simulation curve of the down-shift process.

From the result of the simulation experiment, it is shown
that the dynamic characteristic during every phase of the
vehicle driving process can be simulated using the
simulation model based on finite state machine. So the
model is adapted to validate the performance of the AMT
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control system.
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